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With a sparkling new look, these bestselling DK classic preschool board books are sure to become

favorites for a whole new generation of young readers. Babies and toddlers will be drawn to the

captivating, tactile pages, and will want to touch, feel, and explore every spread.
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I bought the book without reading the size dimensions so when I got it in a package smaller than the

size of a greeting card I was disappointed. The concept of the book is cute but it literally is only 5

pages long. Save your money!!

My daughter loves this book. It has different textures on each page: bumpy skin, smooth horns,

stegosaurous scales, and sticky tongues! The pictures are very bright and vivid. It's so much fun for

her to play with. Everytime I pull out her books it's the first one she runs too. I don't think there are

enough dino books out there, so I was excited to find this book. The book is sturdy so they can't tear

back the edges where the textures are, but the sticky tongue does wear out after a while. But she

still likes to poke it.

The book is great except I felt ther should be a few more pages for the money. The 2 year old I

purchased it for loves it!



A good book for a young child because they can feel the Dinosaurs. Book does not have many

pages but it is great for a 3 y/0, he is always opening the book and touching the surfaces of the

reptiles. Strictly for young children no older than 4-5 years.

Whether your child is 8 months old to 6-8 years old - I think they will like this book and other 'Touch

and Feel' books. The last page in this book is the most fun - I won't spoil the surprise, but it's really

icky and makes people laugh out loud.

This book is boring. Not much to touch and feel. The pages are all the same

My 2 year old twin boys and I really like this book! It is short, as others have said. However, that

doesn't matter very much to me.I was looking for a "not scary" book on dinosaurs for a 2 year old

and this touch and feel book was perfect. They like the rough scales, smooth horns, and rubbery

skin. But, most of all they like the sticky tongue!So, it's s fun, not scary book for my boys and it's

about dinosaurs. Hard to go too wrong here...

It's a touch and feel book, and it has dinosaurs. So a pretty good hit for my 2-year old who's still

enjoying sensory exploration and has a big affinity for dinosaurs. The last dino in the book scares

him a bit though.
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